DATE: February 16, 2012
TO: All Surplus Lines Agencies
FROM: Kenneth A. Rudert, Executive Director
SUBJECT: Electronic Filing System (EFS) Enhancement – Type of Coverage/Type of Limit

PSLA is preparing an EFS enhancement that we plan to release in the near future; the purpose of this Bulletin is to provide advanced notice in the event licensees need to adjust their filing process.

The enhancement will assist in making sure that the type of coverage selected corresponds with the type of limit selected. The following errors will be received if the filing does not meet the proper filing criteria:

- **Error – Invalid Casualty Limit**: The Type of Coverage selected should have a Property Limit but not a Casualty Limit
- **Error – Invalid Property Limit**: The Type of Coverage selected should have a Casualty Limit but not a Property Limit
- **Error – Invalid Property or Casualty Limit**: The Type of Coverage selected should have both a Property Limit and a Casualty Limit but only has one Limit indicated
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